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CHAPTER l 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES 
Detennining the geography of an area often is difficult. 
Accuracy and completeness require extensive field study and 
analysis of the vast quantity of data collected. Many times a 
geographer does not have the time required to make detailed and 
complete field coverage or the degree of thoroughness found in 
regional analysis is not warranted. Since the geographer is 
interested in accuracy, he should examine the area with techniques 
which yield the highest degree of accuracy in relation to the 
amount of time and effort available. If a geographer's time is 
limited then he must select a sample from the area studied which 
is as nearly typical of the entire area as is possible. 
This study is an attempt to determine what can be learned 
about an area by using rural school sites as samples. What hap-
pened to the old school buildings and sites? What are their new 
functions? Why were some of the buildings destroyed while others 
remain a part of the landscape? What factors, cultural and physical, 
have been involved in ultimate utilization of the buildings and sites? 
Are rural school sites reliable samples the researcher can examine 
to gain insight into the entire area? Are the data gathered from 
the sites reliable indicators of the areas in which they are located? 
Do they reveal patterns or other geographic conditions? Can regional 
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delimitations and boundaries be determined from schools or sites? 
ls there a distributional pattern giving an areal character to 
site use? The above questions will be explored and analyzed in 
this paper as based on the author's study of rural school sites. 
From an outgrowth of the author's curiosity toward rural 
schools comes an attempt to use a sampling technique based on de-
tailed field study of all rural school sites of a selected area. 
It is felt that this study is of interest in that most of the sites 
lost their function as a school within a period of five years 
(1945-50) thus providing an opportunity to examine changes which 
have occurred in site and building use in different areas and to 
analyze the factors responsible for such changes. 
The Study Area (Plate 1) 
A study area was selected by using the following areal 
associations: 
1.  The area includes portions of the three major land­
form areas of east-central Illinois. (Plate 11) 
A. Shelbyville Moraine Belt--This Moraine marks the 
southern limit of Wisconsin glaciation in Illinois. 
It is an area of forest soils and the greatest 
relative relief of the three sections. The Moraine 
is also considered to be a boundary separating the 
Cash Grain and General Farming Regions of east­
central Illinois. 
B. Bloomington Ridged Plain--This Plain is located in 
the northern half of the study area. This is an 
area of prairie soils except along the streams where 
soils developed under forest vegetation. Within the 
study area are wide stretches of relatively flat or 
gently undulating terrain. 
c. Springfield Plain--This Plain, composed predominately 
of forest soils developed on Illinoian till, is lo­
cated to the south of the Shelbyville Moraine. 
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Erosion and leaching have been more extensive on 
this Plain resulting in soils that are thinner 
and poorer ·q uality than the prairie soils.l 
2. The study area was to include sections of the Cash 
Grain and General farming regions of east-central 
Illinois. (Plate III) 
3. Eight standard topographic maps were selected which 
represent a conterminus area of approximately 1880 
square miles.2 (3.3 per cent of the total area of 
the State of Illinois) Within this study area are 
three hundred eighty-two school sites. Such was 
considered to be a large enough sample from which 
to draw valid conclusions. 
The Field Study 
Locations of the school sites were determined from 
topographic maps. East-central Illinois was mapped by the United 
States Geological Survey in the 19301s and 1940's. Schools in 
existence at that time were plotted by symbol and name as shown 
on Plate IV on page 11. Few rural schools were built after 1950 
following the statewide consolidation movement which began in 
the late 1940's. In a few instances the maps were in error in 
that some schools were not located by name or symbol, or the map 
indicated a wrong location_ In such instances the topographic 
maps used in the study were corrected. 
To analyze the changes which have occurred in site and 
building use in residential areas, several hamlet schools were 
observed. It is believed that these hamlets are more rural than 
lLeighton, M.Mo, Ekblaw, George E., and Herberg, Leland, 
"Physiographic Divisions of Illinois," Abstract. 
2The following Illinois quadrangles on the scale 1:62500 
were used: Arcola, Oakland, Kansas, Paris, Mattoon, Toledo, Casey, 
and Marshall. 
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urban oriented and thus are significc:.nt to the study. 
The author orga;-ii �:ad e:nd completed an extensive program of 
field wo:-�'• Check lists were prepared prior to t�.e field wo:-k. 
Data were obtained ·from observation of each school site. Interviews 
were made with as many persons as possible. Color slides were ta1,_er. 
of buildir:gs and sites when weatner permitted. These pictures 
helped avoid the necessity of revisitation of sites to obtain ad­
ditional information. It was also planned to use color pictures 
extensively to illustrate the final paper. Because the bulk of this 
study is original material, the pictures provide evidence of the 
collected data and help support the statements made in this paper. 
Pictures also record data about each school site which was impossible 
to record in the check lists. 
In addition it is hoped that check lists and photographs 
provide adequate records for use in future studies. Such information 
might be difficult to obtain in later years. 
CHAPTER II 
DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION OF RURAL SCHOOL SITES 
Rural schools have been a traditional part of American 
culture since whitemen settled the frontier of the Midwest. Through 
the years as the rural population increased so did the number of 
schools which became a common landmark. 
As a consequence of modern technology, farm machinery helped 
reduce the physical labor required for farm work. The average size 
of farms has steadily increased. Fewer farm laborers now are neces-
sary and thus former laborers migrate from rural to urban locations. 
During the war years, 1940-45 the f arm population of the United 
States was reduced by more than 4, 500,000. Large urban schools 
gradually replaced the rural schools. I The original law permitting 
formation of community unit districts was enacted in 1947 by the 
State of Illinois.2·3 From 1947 to the present there has been a 
rapid decline in student enrollment in one-room rural schools. 
Thus began a period of enrollment unification in which the original 
and major function of the rural school was abandoned. Without rural 
1Your School District, (Washington: Department of Rural 
Education, 1948) , p. 26. 
2community Unit Schools, (Illinois Education Association, 
Dec. , 1952) , pp. 10-11. 
3The law of 1947 (referred to on page 5) only permitted the 
establishment of c.ommunity unit districts. However, a great number 
of rural schools closed in the year 1946 and consolidated their 
attendence with larger village or hamlet schools. 
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education the school property was no longer needed by the school 
units thus resulting in sale of this property to persons interested 
in either the land or buildings or both.1 Since consolidation the 
new functions of the buildings and sites form an interesting and 
hopefully significant part in the study of rural geography. 
For practical reasons schools are usually located near 
crossroads. On the Grand Prairie2 of east-central Illinois, level 
terrain made it possible to construct country roads in accordance 
with the range and township surveying system with relative ease. 
Today most country roads on the flatter areas coincide with section 
lines and intersect at right angles. The distribution of schools 
on flat terrain forms a regular block pattern such as the road 
pattern. A variation on the pattern was produced by a correction 
1According to Sec. 5- 32, in the 1963 School Code of Illinois, 
issued by the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 
State of Illinois, any rural school which failed to operate £or two 
consecutive years was automatically dissolved and the property sub­
ject to sale at public auction. 
Many schools were built on property that was donated by 
local individuals. According to N. E. Hu�son, Legal Advisor to the 
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, State of Illinois, 
in correspondence dated April 11, 1966, "If the deed contained a 
reverter clause and such reverter was created more than 40 years prior 
to 1959, then no action may be commenced for recovery of the land. 
If there was no reverter clause in the deed to the school site, then 
it remains the property of the school district and if the board 
determines it will not be needed for school purposes, then they may 
by resolution properly adopted notify the county board of school 
trustees that they desire to have the property sold at public auction, 
in accordance with Section 5-22 of the School Code." 
2John Garland states in The North American Midwest, (New York: 
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1955), p. 96, that "The Grand Prairie 
occupies the area east of the middle Illinois valley, south of 
the upper Illinois-Kankakee valley, west of the Wabash valley, and 
north of the Shelbyville Moraine, which terminates that Wisconsin 
system of glaciation." 
-10-
line that interrupted the near regular grid pattern. 
Road construction on rough terrain, along streams, or on 
glacial moraines resulted in an irregular pattern of road dis-
tribution. When schools were established in areas of rough terrain, 
they were distributed along existing roads. As a result, the dis-
tributional pattern along streams is irregular too. (Plate IV, 
page 11) 
Settlement of the prairie generally came after settlement 
of forest areas.l Thus followed the need for education which 
resulted in the establishment of rural schools. A school's effec-
tiveness depended on its location, since accessability to a walking 
student body was an important factor. At first there was an attempt 
to establish rural schools two miles apart.2 This spacing provided 
each school with an area of four square miles from which to draw 
attendence.3 The two mile spacing was practical in relation to the 
attendence and distance the students were required to walk. 
Many times a crossroads location was not favorable for the 
establishment of a school site. If the land was not physically 
lrbid., p. 97. 
2rnterview with Coles County Superintendent of Schools, 
June 8, 1966. 
3The majority of students had to walk one mile to and from 
school. It was necessary to close some schools not having an 
attendence large enough to operate effectively prior to 1940. 
(See footnote, page 9) This made it necessary for some students 
to walk as far as four or five miles each day between their home 
and school. In the early 1940's just prior to consolidation, 
several rural schools offered a type of specialized education. 
Each school was assigned a grade level. A student was then trans­
ported to the school where his grade level was offered. 
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suitable, the school was located away from the crossroads. l The 
State of Illinois issued requirements regarding drainage and water 
supply on school sites.2 For these reasons the more favorable 
sites are on high ground which provides adequate natural drainage. 
Another factor involved in distribution is an adequate water supply. 
A school was located in most hamlets. These schools served 
approximately the same area as outlying rural schools except that 
they served a greater population. This larger number of students 
made it necessary for more than one room and one teacher. The 
regular pattern of school distribution was slightly altered with 
the presence of a hamlet school. 
lrnterview with Coles County Superintendent of Schools, 
June 8, 1966. 
2Earl, Edward C., The Schoolhouse, (Washington, D.C . ,  1919), 
p. 5. 
CHAPTER III 
PRESENT UTILIZATION OF RURAL SCHOOL BUILDINGS 
Schools in Operation 
Amazingly enough thirteen schools presently are operating 
within the study area. Eight of these are Amish schools near the 
community of Arthur. (Plate v, in folder) Presence of this re-
ligious group in the area accounts for the current existence of the 
schools. Placing little value on the necessity of modern-formal 
education, the Amish people feel that their one-room rural schools 
are adequate and even necessary for the educational needs of their 
children. The Amish believe that eight years of education in rural 
schools is adequate for their future needs and thus does not favor 
secondary education.l 
Two rural schools currently are operating near Martinsville 
because of local resentment against consolidation of elementary 
attendence in the area. Both schools are relatively modern buildings 
providing facilities for grades 1-2. (The schools are recognized by 
the State and receive State aid.)2 Since their establishment the 
previous hostility against consolidation has diminished. The rela-
tively expensive operation of these schools combined with the more 
lPrice, Dalias A. and Fleming, Lois, "The Old Order Amish 
Community of Arthur, Illinois," Bulletin of the Illinois Geographical 
Society, Vol. VII, ( June, 1965), pp. 18-19. 
2Interview with Clark County Superintendent of Schools, 
June 15, 1 966. 
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progress ive citizenry make i t  foreseeable in the near future for 
these schools to be abandoned. l 
Two other schoo ls are in hamlet locations and are also 
operated for elementary attendence. Rardin School located eight 
miles north and east o f  Charleston is a large two-story bui lding 
which houses grades 1-6. 2 Kemp School ,  located six miles east 
of Arcola, is in another hamlet location and includes grades 1-2. 
Dwe l l ings- -Occupied 
Increasing farm size and improved methods of mechanized 
farming have created a decl ine in the number of farms and farm 
laborers and an increase in the number o f  abandoned rural buildings. 
Because of the migration of population during the 1940's from the 
rural to urban areas, there was a decreasing demand for homesites 
by people actively engaged in farming. 3 Most of the rural schoo l s  
were closed during the period 1945-50 adding to the al�eady large 
number of abandoned rural buildings. But unl i ke abandoned home-
s i te s ,  the good condition of many school buildings did not warrant 
complete abandonment. As long as the schoo ls operated , the buildings 
were maintained by the district school board . It was recognized be-
fore the schools closed that many of these abandoned buildings could 
1Interview with Clark County Superintendent of Schoo ls,  
Marc� 22, 1966. 
� 
'On June 4, 1966 a school bond election was defeated by the 
citizens o f  the Charleston Communi ty Unit. If it had been accepted 
by the people, Rardin School would be closed and replaced by a mod­
ern rural attendence center in the same area. 
3Garland , loc cit. , p .  97-98. 
-15-
Fig. 3- 1 . - -0perating school at Rardin. 
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1-2 be economically purchased and ecsily converted into dwe l l ings. 
Today the pattern of dist�ibution of occupied school 
build ings in the study area closely correlates with the distribu-
tion o f  rough terrain. (Plate VI, in folder) There is a general 
absence o f  occupied sites on the flat prairie as compared to areas 
that are forested and along streams. A partial explanation o f  the 
above distributional association is that a greater rural population 
density fs found on the Shelbyville Moraine and Springfield Plain 
than the B loomington Ridged P lain. On the Bloomington Ridged 
Plain larger farms and fewer fam i l ies are ac�iv�lv P.ngaged in 
agriculture as compared to the Springfield P lain. 3 The occupied 
buildings on the Bloomington Ridged P lain are almost entirely 
l imited to sites with wooded or rough terrain not favorable to 
cultivation. (Figs . 3 - 2  and 3 - 3 )  ( See Appendix) 
Some occupants of school buildings are working in a nearby 
community and prefer to live in the rural area. Many owners indi-
cate that is is more economical to live in a schoolhouse than to 
live in a similar sized home in an urban area. In a few instances 
a farmer has purchased a school site to provide housing for his 
lAccording to the Coles County Superintendent of Schools in 
an interview on June 8, 1966, several persons were interested in 
purchasing school sites before the schoo ls closed. 
2The author attempted to correlate the present use of rural 
school buildings and sites with the last year they were operated as 
schoo l s .  It was thought that the later schools to close would be 
in better condition and would be those most l ikely to be util ized 
as dwe l l ings. It was discovered that this information was not 
readily availab le at some County Superintendent of Schoo ls' Offices. 
3York, Troyt B. , "An Interpretation of Agricultural Land 
Use Across the Shelbyville Moraine , "  (unpub lished Master' s  thesis,  1963 
Department of Geography, Eastern Ill inois Unive rsity ) ,  pp. 55-56. 
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Fig. 3- 2 . - -0ccupied school build ing surrounded by woods on the Bloomington Ridged Plai n .  
F i g .  3 - 3  
er -- --�o·· on the Bloomington �idged Plain. 
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hired man. However, few occupants are engaged in local farming. 
Of the eighty-six buildings presently occupied, only ten families 
are gainfully employed in agriculture on a full time basis and one 
family on part-time basis. 
Some families have moved onto the site with little expenditure 
of capital for remodeling the buildings. The water well, toilets, 
and shed are available for immediate use. The degree of remodeling 
of the building is related to the requirements or discriminating 
desires of the owner. 
Socio-economic class is indicated by education, occupations 
of the sixty•seven adults interviewed, and the condition of the 
dwellings. (Figs. 3-4 and 3 - 5 )  Only one person from a total of 
thirty-five families interviewed has acquired a college degree. 
Three persons have three years of college, one person has two years 
and five persons have one year. From the total of one hundred 
ninety-one present occupants ( sixty-seven of which are adults) 
only forty•five have high school degrees. Twenty of the sixty-seven 
adult occupants are laborers in nearby towns. Only three heads of 
families are classifie� as being skilled while seven are semi-skilled • 
• 
From 1945 to 1950 the average purchase price for a wooden 
frame one-room school building and site (usually one acre ) was 
approximately $1500. With an additional $1500 (in 1950) the owner 
could install a bathroom, false ceiling, room dividers and an 
electric water pump. This $3000 investment in the building and site 
was far cheaper than the erection of a new building the same size on 
a vacant lot. The average expense of purchasing and remodeling a 
school site and building was also much cheaper than the purchase 
- 1 9 -
Fig . 3-4 . - -An occupied school building with a limited degree o f  
remodel ing. Located north east of Greenup on the 
Springfield Plai n .  
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Fig. 3-5.--The occupied Lost Creek School north of Toledo. 
" 
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and remode ling of an abandoned farm house and site. Another reason 
for preference of schoo ls over abandoned farm homes is  that a farm 
site usually contains several buildings which a non-farming occupant 
has little use for. I t  is then impractical to pay the price of these 
farm sites i f  the home is  all that is  to be utilized. 
Two school buildings presently occupied consist of one 
large room without dividers separating the kitchen, l iving room, or 
bedroom. Several o f  the buildings occupied by persons of l imited 
f inancial resources partitioned the single room with thin dividers. 
The absence of a false ceiling reduces the privacy uL each room 
but permits better circulation o f  heated air from the single furnace. 
Many of the newer bui ldings which were schools for only 
a few years are in very good condition. These sold for as much as 
$4 ,500. ( Figs . 3-6 and 3-7) The people purchasing these more ex­
pens ive schools are financially able to remodel comp letely the 
buildings and · make them into excellent homes.  I f  the school is  not 
large enough for the family, add itional rooms are easily added to 
the basic structure. Many times i t  is  difficult to believe that 
these dwe l lings are remodeled rural schoo l s .  (Figs . 3-8 and 3-9) 
A water well is  a great asset to most school site buyers. 
Many school we l l s  are the best in the local area. Operation o f  
a school in an area requires the presence o f  a we l l  that c�n pro­
vide an adequate supply of water.1 During droughts some school 
we l l s  supplied water for neighboring farms whose wel l s  failed. In 
many instances the only visable evidence of a former schoo l site is 
lEarl, loc. cit . ,  p. 25. 
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Fig . 3-6.--A large brick rural school south of Kansas remodeled into 
a modern dwe l ling. 
Fig. 3-7.--A large rural scnoo1 •as� or iv1art.u1�v1l.1t: Lcmuu=.1.cu ,,..., ... '"' 
a modern dwel ling . 
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Fig. 3-8 . - -An occupied school building in the Cash Grain Region 
north of Mattoon on the Cerro Gordo Moraine . 
Fig . 3-9.--A school building occupied by a local farm family in 
the Cash Grain Region north o f  Charleston. 
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the water wel l .  (Fig. 3-10) Many owners feel that i t  is  to their 
advantage to save the we l l  for use during prolonged drought years 
and for add itional fire protection. 
Seven of the twenty-f:i:ve hamlet schoo l s  within the study 
area are remodeled into dwe l l ings. (Fig. 3- 1 1 )  These schoo l s  were 
abandoned when there was some demand for dwe l l ings in the sma l l  
residential areas . One factor preventing more of the hamlet schools 
from being occupied is  the greater demand for buildings as commun­
ity centers. Another factor is that some o f  the buildings are 
too large to be economically remodeled for residential use. 
Dwe l l ings - - Unoccupied 
Numerous schoo l buildings have been purchased by farmers 
who own adjacent land to provide a home for their farm laborers. 
(Fig. 3- 1 2 )  Later mechanization brought about replacement of the 
hired man; thus , these buildings were abandoned. (Fig. 3- 1 3 )  
Bui ldings previously utilized as a hired man ' s  residence are usually 
not maintained very we l l .  Many of the buildings were in relatively 
poor condition the year the school closed. After a few years of 
occupation the buildings were permanently abandoned. (Fig. 3-14) 
As long as a site remains abandoned ; i t  is  a financial 
burden to the owner. The site cannot be entirely cultivated or 
pastured i f  the buildings are present, and taxes are greater than 
i f  the site were cul::ivated. These conditions have led to the 
destruction o f  abandoned buildings by the owners who cultivate the 
site or leave it vacant. 
Not a l l  o f  the twenty- two abandoned dwe l l ings were once 
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Fig. 3- 10. - -Presence of water well on former school site surrounded 
by a cul tivated field in a prairie area on the Springfield 
Plain. 
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Fig. 3- 1 1 . - -An occupied school in the hamlet of Clarksvi l l e .  
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Fig. 3 - 1 2 . - - A  school site util ized as a tenant dwel ling northeast 
o f  Toledo on the Springfield Plain. 
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Fig . 3 - 13 . - -An unoccupied school west of Charleston in t he Cash 
Grain Region formerly util ized as a tenant dwel ling . 
Fig. 3- 14 . - -An abandoned school north of Charleston in the Cash 
Grain Region formerly util ized as a tenant dwe l ling . 
• 
f 
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occupied by hired men. Some schools were purchased by non- farming 
families who abandoned the sites after a few years ' residence. 
Usually in these instances the deterioration of the buildings 
hastened abandonment. 
Distribution o f  Occupied and Unoccupied Dwe l l ings 
TABLE I 
OCCUPIED AND 'UNOCCUPIED DWELLING SITES 
% of % of Total 
Number o f  Occupied Number of Unoccupied Number of 
Occupied Sites in Unoccupied Sites in Sites in Land form 
Area Sites Land form Sites Land form Land form 
Area Area Area 
B loomington 
Ridged Plain 28 15.6 12 6 . 14 17 9 
Shelbyville 
Moraine 24 39.3 5 8.19 61 
Springfield 
Plain 35 24. 7 6 4 . 2  142 
Occupied and unoccupied dwe l l ings are genera l ly concentrated 
in areas o f  rough terrain throughout the s tudy area. (Fig. 3-15) 
A significant pattern of distribution lies within the s tudy are� in 
relation to the three major landforms. ( Tab le I) The highest per-
centage of occupied dwe l lings is on the Shelbyville Moraine. Here 
is found the highest percentage cf unoccupied dwe l l ings as wel l .  
In the B l oomington Ridged Plain area only 15 . 6% of the total sites 
are occupied as compared to 24. 7% on the Springfield Plain. The 
percentage o f  abandonment is  greater on the Bloomington Ridged Plain 
than on the Springfield Plain. The B loomington Ridged Plain has a 
greater percentage o f  its total area cultivated than either the 
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Fig. 3 - 15 . - - A  dwe l l ing abandoned by a non-farming family in a rough 
terrain area northwest of Marsha l l .  
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Springfield Plain or Shelbyville Moraine. The Shelbyvi lle Moraine 
has the greatest relative relief o f  the three areas with the smallest 
percentage of cultivated land. A greater rural population density 
exists on the Moraine because of the large number of small farms . 
As a res�lt dwe l l ings are more in demand and fewer are unoccupied 
on the Moraine than on e ither the B loomington Ridged or Springfield 
P lain. l 
Buildings Uti l i zed for �arm Structures 
The second most common use of former school bui ldings within 
the study area is conversion for farm storage . (Plate VII, in folder) 
Seventy-seven bui ldings (20.2% of the total schoo l sites in the study 
area) are util ized to store machinery, grain, hay ,  or provide shelter 
for l ivestock. Few owners provide an extra expenditure of capital 
to adapt such bui ldings to their new function. 
The distribution of buildings now utilized as farm structures 
correlates very closely with locations within the study area where 
general farming is practiced. 2 Most of the farms on and south of 
the Shelbyv i l le Moraine are classified as general farms . There is  an 
absence of these buildings on the flat prairie areas on the B l oom-
ington Ridged Plain where cash grain farming has been developed 
lRoss, R c. and Case, H. C .  M. , l'ypes of  Farming in I l l ino i s ,  
University of Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Bul letin 601, 
Apr i l ,  1956, p .  30. 
2Throughout this paper reference is made to the terms , cash 
grain and general farming. These terms were recognized by the United 
States Census o f  1950. In order that a farm be classified as a cash 
grain or a general farm, it must "derive 50 per cent or more o f  its 
total income from sales o f  the specified product or group o f  products." 
Ibid . ,  p .  33.  
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extensively. l The farmer's emphasi s  is towards cash grain with few 
animals being raised, l imiting the number o f  build ings that would 
be required for hay or animal feed storage or l ivestock shelter 
within the Cash Grain Region. 
Cash grain farmers have l i ttle need for the school buildings 
as compared to those persons practicing general farming . Today a 
cash grain farmer's machinery consists of items too large for storage 
in most one-room school buildings. For this reason the machinery 
is usually stored in a modern "pole-barn" near the farmer' s resi­
dence. Farm machinery o f  the General Farming Region is smaller and 
less than that in the cash grain region. Smal l  schoo l buildings 
provide adequate machinery storage in the General Farming Region 
while larger structures are necessary for the same purpose in the 
Cash Grain Region. 
The type of grain stored in the buildings indicates the 
type of farming of an area. A person practicing general farming 
with several head of  livestock has a greater need for a school 
building than does a cash grain farmer. Grain for animal consump­
tion can be adequately stored in a building in relatively poor 
cond ition. Field observations in a general farming region indicate 
the presence o f  livestock because o f  the storage o f  ear corn to be 
used for animal consumption. (Fig. 3-16) Some buildings serve as 
sturdy storage fac i l ities for grain whose owners raise only a few 
livestock. (Fig. 3-17 ) The two figures (3-16 and 3-17 ) referred 
to above help i l lus trate the care with which cash grain must be 
stored. A cash grain farmer cannot s tore grain in most of the school 
l rbid. , PP· 45-48, 54-57 . 
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Fig. 3-16. - -Brick school building on the Springfield Plain south­
west of Martinsville utilized to store ear corn for 
farm livestock consumption. 
Fig . 3 - 1 7 . - -Brick school bui lding north of Char leston uti lized 
for cash grain storage on the Bloomington Ridged Plain . 
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buildings because of their poor condition. For this reason a cash 
grain farmer is forced to construct sturdy metal bins for grain 
storage purposes. 
Sections are easily added to the main school building if 
a larger structure is necessary. These additions are usually con­
s tructed to provide an enlarged storage space for farm machinery. 
(Fig. 3- 18) In such instances the main building is usually re­
served for the storage of grain, hay, or smal ler machinery or miscel­
laneous items that can be entered through the original door. 
In five instances farm animals are shel tered in former 
schoo l  buildings. (Figs. 3-19 and 3-20) Two of these five buildings 
are on sites which are not effectively cultivated because o f  rough 
terrain or woods .  (Fig. 3 - 2 1  and 3 - 22) 
Twenty of the seventy-seven sites ( 25 . 9% )  presently util ized 
as farm buildings are partially cultivated by the owners. (Plate VI) 
The owners o f  these twenty s i tes feel it  a waste o f  productive land 
if the site is  entirely unused or i f  only the building is used. 
Sometimes part of the site is not cultivated because of the presence 
of large trees. (Fig. 3-23 ) There is  an increasing emphasis 
towards removal of trees and placing part of the s i te under cultivation • .  
(Fig. 3-24 and 3 - 2 5 )  A sma l l  plot o f  land i f  cultivated would be 
an asset to the owner after a few years if it  were not for the cost 
of removal of trees and low fertility of the s i te .  
At times buildings are moved completely to permit cul t ivation 
of the site. One example was found where the owner moved the school 
building to a more favorab le location for the s torage of hay and 
grain .  (Fig. 3-26) An addition provided shelter for livestock. The 
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Fig. 3 - 1 8 . - -Schoo l ,  northeast of Grandview, on the Bloomington Ridged 
Plain used as a farm building with an added machine 
she l ter.  
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Fig. 3-19 . - -Brick school building utilized as an animal shelter. 
Located on a h i l l  four miles east of Westfie ld . Site 
used as a feedlot for hog s .  
Fig. 3-20. - -Brick school building northwest of Westfield o n  the 
Shelbyville Moraine util ized as an animal shelter.  
Site used as a feedlot for hogs . 
• 
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Fig. 3-21 . - - School bui lding four miles east of Westfield util ized 
as an animal shelter. 
Fig. 3-22 . - - School southeast of Oakland uti l ized for hay storage 
in a wooded area on the B loomington Ridged Plain. 
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Fig. 3 - 23 . - - School building northeast of Westfield uti l i zed for 
hay storage on a site with several large tree s .  
. .  
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Fig. 3 - 24 . - - School building on the Springfield Plain utilized for 
grain and fertilizer storage with part of the site 
cultivated. Site indicates the influence of cash grain 
farming and intense use o f  land . 
Fig. 3 - 25 . - -School building on the Springfield Plain uti l i zed for 
farm machinery storage with part of the site cul tivated . 
Site indicates the owner' s emphasis towards increased 
grain production. 
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Fig. 3 - 26 . - -School building eight mi les southeast of Neoga moved 
to a more favorab le location for hay and grain storage . 
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site which the building presently occupies was previous ly a feed lot. 
The former school site is now added to the adjacent cultivated field. 
Ten buildings were util ized for miscel laneous storage by 
farmer-owners. Usually lumber, furniture , or various items used 
occasionally on the farm are stored in such buildings. Ob jects 
stored outside the buildings are cons idered "junk" by the neighbors 
as well as the owners. (Fig. 3 - 2 7 )  
Buildings Standing Unused 
Seventeen sites with the school buildings intact are 
classified as having no apparent use. (Plate IV) Four of the 
sites are s t i l l  owned by school districts and will  soon be sold 
at pub l i c  auction. Twe lve of the seventeen unused schools were sold 
by the dis tricts and have no visible signs of use. Each of the sev­
enteen unused buildings shows signs o f  abandonment. Many sites 
are overgrown with small sap l ings and weeds. Perhaps a few sites 
were once util ized ; however,  no indication of former use was noted 
when field observation was made . 
Isabel School, located nine miles northwest o f  Kansas in 
the hamlet of Isabe l ,  is too large to be economically purchased 
and remode led. In addition it would be too expensive to destroy 
the building and trees to warrant the site placed under cultivation. 
(Fig. 3-28) 
School sites with the buildings presently unused bear no 
significant distributional pattern within the study area. Several 
sites are on rough terrain while others are located on relatively 
flat terrain. On each site are large shade trees, outhouses,  and 
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Fig . 3 - 2 7 . - - School building one mile southwest of Charleston 
utilized for miscel laneous and "junk" storage. 
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Fig. 3-28 . - - The unused school build ing located in the hamlet of 
lsabe 1 .  
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the water we l l .  Electric wires to each building are disconnected. 
Also most of the windows and doors are covered to prevent vandalism. 
Other Uses 
Twenty school buildings are s t i l l  intact on original sites 
which for convenience are placed under the €lassification "Other 
Uses". (Plate V)  The majority of these buildings ( 14 )  serve as 
recreational centers for 4-H club s ,  church groups , a riding club ,  
and a coon-hunting association. Four larger than average build ings 
are remodeled into community centers. (Figs. 3-29 and 3-30) Three 
buildings are classified as having commercial functions. Two are 
rural groceries located on the Springfield Plain along major highways. 
(Figso 3-31 and 3-32) The third buildin� also on the Springfield 
Plain, is an anhydrous dealer's store located in the hamlet of Darwin 
seven miles southeast o f  Marshal l .  (Fig. 3-33) Clark Center Schoo l ,  
located along the highway between Marshall  and Martinsvi l l e ,  was once 
remodeled into a church ; however ,  the owner moved before i t  was 
comp leted. (Fig. 3-34) It was last utilized as a grocery but 
closed because of poor business. Clark Center probably has too 
small  a population to warrant use of this former school for commercial 
purposes .  
Religious and social groups have been ab le to purchase rural 
school sites at lower than average bids at pub l ic auction. It did 
not seem proper to b id against a church or social group during an 
auction. Four schools were purchased for church needs by adjacent 
country churches .  (Fig. 3-35) One o f  the last rural schoo ls con­
structed in east-central I l l inois was purchased and remodeled to 
replace a former country church building. (Fig . 3-36) 
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Fig. 3 - 2 9 . - -The school building in the hamlet of Grandview presently 
utilized as a community center. 
Fig. 3-30 . - - The school building in the hamlet of Dudley presently 
util ized as a community center. 
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Fig. 3-3 1 . - - The rural grocery in the former Vevey Park Schoo l .  
Fig . 3 - 32 . - - The rural grocery in the former Hickory Corner School . 
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Fig . 3-33 . - -An anhydrous fert i l i zer store in the former Darwin School 
in the hamlet of Darwin. 
Fig. 3 - 34 . - - Abandoned former grocery estab l i shment in the hamlet 
school at Clark Center. 
• 
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Buildings classified as having "other uses" throughout the 
study area are generally located on rough terrain. The exception 
to this pattern of distribution is  found with the absence of school 
buildings classified as having "other uses" in the northwestern 
part of the study area. Erosion in this, the most extensively 
developed cash grain area, as a who l e ,  is not advanced. Rural 
population density is  lower thus l i miting the chances for the sites 
being used as rural recreational centers or for re l igious or 
commercial uses. l 
lyork, loc. cit . ,  pp. 55-56.  
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Fig. 3-35 . - -The Garl and Church Center adjacent to the Garland Church .  
Fig. 3-36 . - - A  church estab l i shed in a former school building i n  a 
cash grain area on the Springfield Plain . 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENT LAND USE OF FORMER SCHOOL SITE? 
Sites Cul tivated 
Al though rural schools were once landmarks common through-
out east-central I l l inois, today few school buildings remain in 
some sections. Present distribution of school sites that are en-
tirely or partly cultivated indicates that the type of farming in 
an area is partially responsible for destruction of school buildings 
and use of the site itself. 
Within the study area, a total o f  seventy-five school sites 
( 1 9.4% o f  the total ) are entirely cultivated. (Plate VIII , in 
folder) Fifty-two of these (69%) are located on the Bloomington 
Ridged Plain in the recognized Cash Grain Region. On the Spring-
field Plain in the recognized General Farming Region, twenty such 
sites ( 2 6 . 7%)  exist whi le only three (4%) are entirely cultivated 
on the Shelbyville Moraine. Such dis tribution indicates that farmer-
owners emphasize cultivation o f  every available square foot o f  land 
possib l e ;  this factor has led to the destruction o f  school 
buildings. (Fig. 4 - 1 )  
Several reasons , both physical and cultural, help explain 
the large number arid distribution of cultivated school sites within 
the study area. Probab ly the most important is that the sites were 
usually bought by farmers owning adjacent land. The majority of 
these site.:: were purchased in 1945-50 when few non-farming families 
were seriously interested in moving to the country and few people 
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Fig. 4- 1 . - -School building west of Oakland i n  the Cash Grain Region 
being torn down to enable the owner to increase his 
grain production . 
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actually made bids at pub l ic auc tions. Since most of the sites 
were purchased by farmers , use of the sites was destined to be 
some phase of agriculture. 
TABLE II 
SITE CULTIVATION 
Total Number o f  Per Cent Number of 
Land form Number Sites of Sites % o f  
Area of Schoo ls Entirely Total Partially Total 
Cultivated Cultivated 
B loomington 
Ridged Plain 179 52 2 9 . 0  1 7  9 . 5  
Shelbyville 
Moraine 6 1  3 4 . 9  1 1 . 6  
Springfield 
P lain 142 20 14 . 1  15  1 0 . 6  
A farmer purchasing a site has one o f  several ideas i n  mind. 
He usually places an emphasis on the buildings or land or both. If 
he employs a hired man, he sometimes wants the site to provide 
living quarters for the employed man ' s  family. If he wants only 
the land to cultivate and has l ittle use for the buildings, he can 
get back a good portion of his purchase price by sell ing the 
buildings or moving them to another location. Some farmers revealed 
during interviews that they purchased sites to prevent the buying o f  
such sites by a non-farm fami ly. Many times school sites were bought 
for use as farm buildings or for sentimental reasons. After several 
years o f  grain or machinery storage , the deterioration o f  buildings 
warranted destruction. With the buildings gone the site was easily 
added to adj acent fields and cultivated. 
Farmers throughout the study area are becoming more interested 
in mechanized grain production as i l lustrated by the developroent of 
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larger fields with the removal o f  fences and timber. (Fig. 4-2 and 
4-3 )  An abandoned school site is  nearly worthless to a cash grain 
farmer who has little use for the buildings or timber on the site. 
Such a farmer ' s  objective is  to obtain as great a profit from the 
highly productive soi l s  as possible which usually results in the 
cultivation o f  the sites after the destruction or removal o f  the 
buildings and timber. 
Removal o f  the schoo l building from a site may not immediately 
be profitable for the owner. Several problems have to be overcome. 
A few sites have virgin soi l  while o thers are known to have been 
fal low for half a century. These soi l s  are less productive than 
an adjoining soil which has yearly applications o f  fertilizer. 
Soils that were beneath the buildings are very infertile.  Such 
soil lacks organic matter and most o f  the necessary macro and micro 
nutrients. (Fig. 4-4) In some ins tances the soil quality is too 
poor to support a growth of weeds the first t ime the soil is culti­
vated. (Fig. 4-5 ) Soybeans are planted on one site to help control 
weeds and help renew soil ferti l ity. (Fig. 4-6 )  
For several years after a school building is removed or 
destroyed, some construction material remain s .  Pieces of brick, 
glass, and nails are ever present and present problems for the 
farmer. (Fig . 4-7 )  It takes about ten years to convert a school 
site into full productive grain farming. By that t ime regular 
additions of organic matter and fertil izer have built up the fer­
tility o f  the site to approximately the same level as the surrounding 
soi l .  Finally most signs o f  the former school site are removed. 
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Fig . 4-2 . - -School site,  located on the prairie east of Hindsboro , 
completely converted into cash grain cul � ivatio�. 
fig . 4-3 . - -Prairie school site comp letely obscurred in a cash grain 
farming landscape near Redmon . 
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Fig . 4-4 . - - Remaining outline of school building on the prairie five 
miles north of Kansas indicating inferior soi l .  
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Fig . 4 - 5 . - - Unproductive soil once the site of a rural school building 
on the Springfield Plain east of Casey. 
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Fig. 4- 6 . - -An attempt to contro l weeds and improve soil fertility 
by p lanting a legume on a former school site southwest 
of Redman . 
Fig.  4- 7 . - - Remains of school bui lding pose problems for cultivation. 
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Only one site of al l  in the study is entirely cul tivated 
and cannot be classified as being in cash grain production--a 
garden plot adjacent to an occupied farmhouse. 1 Corn was observed 
on forty-four sites ( 58 . 7% o f  the 75 sultivated sites ) ,  soybeans 
on twenty-ene ( 28% ) ,  clover on four ( 5 . 3 % ) ,  winter wheat on four 
( 5 . 3% ) ,  and springwheat on one ( l . 3 % ) . 2 (Plate IX , in folder) 
Clover was j udged to be a rotation crop with corn and .soybeans. 
In most instances trees and fences are removed making sites easy 
to cultivate with machinery. 
Cultivation of school sites is an indication of cash grain 
farming ' s  coming importance within the recognized Cash Grain Region 
on the B loomington Ridged Plain. On most of the sites entirely or 
partially cultivated a cash grain (usually corn) is  planted. A 
larger concentration of sites appears north o f  the Cerro Gordo 
Moraine, (Plate VIII)  on the most extensively developed prairie 
located within the study area. The Cerro Gordo Moraine does not 
form a definite break within the Cash Grain Region. Eight of the 
twenty-one schoo l sites situated on the Moraine are cultivated. 
The distribution of cultivated sites on the Cerro Gordo Moraine 
indicates that much o f  the Moraine can be read i ly adapted to cash 
grain farming. 
lschool sites were observed during and after the growing 
season over an eleven month period (August, 1965 through June, 1966 ) .  
Because o f  this a s�te i s  classified according to the last crop 
observed. 
2According to Louis Christen, Coles County Farm Bureau Agent,  
in a telephone interview on June 16,  1966, the percentages of har­
vested crops in Coles County are approximately: Corn, 50%, soybeans 
34%, wheat 1%. These percentages are considered to be typical of 
the entire study are�. 
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Greater emphas is towards cash grain farming is developing 
south of the Shelbyvil le Moraine on the Springfield Plain and in 
the general farming area. Twenty schoo l sites ( 14. 1% of the total 
on the Springfield Plain) are presently being entirely cult ivated 
while fifteen ( 1 0 . 6% )  are partially cultivated. (Plate VIII, in 
folder) These sites are located on the broader interfluves where 
larger fields are becoming more common. All of these sites (35)  
are planted to a cash grain crop taking on the appearance of cash 
grain farming through the elimination of fence rows. According 
to the United States Agricultural Crop and Stab i lization Service 
at Toledo in a personal interview in May , 1 9 6 6 ,  seventy-five per 
cent of the farming area of Cumberland County is presently classed 
as cultivated by cash grain farms. A similar increase in cash 
grain farming is found in Clark County. In general the cultivated 
schoo l sites are located on the broader interfluve s.  
The larger number of partially cultivated sites on the 
Springfield Plain indicates a recent development of cash grain 
production within the region generally recognized as general farming. 
At present the sites which are entirely cultivated on the plain are 
those on the most level terrain and most productive soils. Usually 
such sites are on the broad interfluves where development of large 
fields is possible. Most of the sites which are partially culti­
vated sites indicates potential areas where the emphasis of cash 
grain farming could develop in the future. 
The Shelbyville Moraine offers very little possibility for 
the estab l ishment of extensive cash grain farming. This Moraine 
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contains very rough terrain with much of the area being too poor or 
• 
steep to cultivate. The approaches to the Moraine are more gentle 
to the north than along the southern boundary thus five sites along 
the northern boundary are cultivated. Only four sites are culti-
vated on the Moraine. 
Cul tivation of school sites indicates that a separate cash 
grain region is developing south o f  the Shelbyville Moraine on the 
Springfield P lain. Rough terrain of the Shelbyvil l e  Moraine 
divides the two cash grain regions. (Plate IX, in folder) It is 
foreseeab le that the sites on the Springfield P lain that are par-
tially cultivated will  be entirely cultivated as the cash grain 
emphasis increases. Meanwhile the Shelbyv i l le Moraine wi l l  remain 
an area where general farming will predominate. These findings 
are in conflict with those of previous writers who have located the 
southern boundary o f  the Casb Grain Region on the Shelbyvi l le 
• 
Moraine. Ross and Case in Types of Farming in I l lino i s ,  placed 
the division o f  the Cash Grain-General Farming Region along the 
southern boundary of the Shelbyvi l le Moraine. l (Plates III and IX, 
in folder) John H. Garland in The North American Midwest indicates 
that the Shelbyv i l le Moraine marks the southern boundary o f  the 
Cash Grain Region. 2 These boundaries probab ly were once correct 
but they are presently outdated and need to include a l l  areas where 
cash grain farming predominate s .  
Development o f  cash grain farming on the Springfield P lain 
1 Ross and Case, loc. cit . ,  p .  32. 
2Garland, loc. cit . ,  p .  96. 
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is  in part possible because o f  several factors. The continual 
destruction o f  t imber on the interfluves, e l imination o f  timber 
and fence rows results in larger fields which the farmer can easily 
cultivate in an extensive program. Also with app lications o f  im­
proved fertilizers the increased yield per acre motivates the farmers 
to raise more grain and fewer head of livestock. Probably govern­
ment price support on grain production helps stimulate the farmers 
to raise grain wherever possible and to engage less in livestock 
farming where no price supports have been es tab l i shed. Another 
factor is that there is a trend for farmers to become specialized 
in one type of farming with the preference toward cash grain farming 
over livestock because of the greater profits and smaller amount 
of labor involved . 
New Dwel l ings on Former Sites 
Many times the scenic attraction of a school site remains 
after the building is destroyed or moved . (Fig. 4-8) Twenty-
three new dwe l l ings are constructed on former school sites , taking 
advantage of their scenic location and the avai lability of an 
exce llent water wel l .  Most o f  the families involved had first occu­
pied the school building. They prefer to rebuild on the former site 
rather than on a new location. 
Many of the new dwe l l ings appear to possess modern con­
veniences not present in a remodeled school building. Former 
school buildings were generally in poor condition and made remod­
eling uneconomical. (Fig. 4- 9 )  No significant dis tribution was 
discovered. (Plate VI in folder) 
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Fig. 4-8 . - - New dwe l l ing constructed on a scenic s�cool site west 
of Hindsboro on the B loomington Ridged �lain. 
Fig. 4- 9 . - -Modern dwe l l ing located on the prairie north of Redmon 
on a former school site.  
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Sites Pastured 
Only twenty school sites (5 . 2% of the total school sites 
in the study area) are pastured. (Plate v, in folder) These sites 
are generally in areas of g�ater relief throughout the study area 
where livestock farming is  practiced. Few schoo l  sites that are 
pastured are in areas where cash grain farming prevai l s .  (Fig . 
4- 1 0 )  An iso lated pasture of less than one acre is  of l ittle 
value to most farmers. When the surrounding land is  pastured, the 
site is simply incorporated into it.  Several wel l s  on sites are 
retained to provide water for the livestock. 
Sites Presently Vacant 
One of the factors involved in what happens to a school site 
is  �he existence of large trees around the school buildings. These 
trees offer scenic beauty to the site and provide a windbreak. Many 
of the twenty-one vacant sites are associated with terrain too rough 
to cultivate. After the school aloses the relief and vegetation 
make cultivation difficult. If the buildings are in poor condition, 
they are destroyed to salvage the lumber or reduce the taxes assessed 
to the owner. Sometimes the buildings are moved from the site to 
another more favorab le location leaving the site vacant. The cost 
and effort of removing the trees would explain why some sites have 
remained vacant after the building was removed .  (Plate V ,  i n  folder) 
( Figs .  4- 1 1  and 4- 1 2 )  After the trees are cut, their stumps inter­
fere with planting of crops on the site. ( Fig. 4- 1 3 )  
Another factor concerning the presence o f  vacant sites 
is the "whim" of the ownero A few owners wi l l  not s e l l ,  or cultivate 
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Fig. 4- 1 0 . - -Pastured school site on the Bloomington RidP.ed u1ain 
near Kansas .  
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Fig. 4- 1 1 . - -Vacant school site in the Cash Grain Region south 
of Oakland with the shade trees remaining. 
' 
Fig . 4- 1 2 . - -Vacant school site west of Neoga in the General Farming 
Region w�th several trees . 
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Fig. 4- 1 3 . - -Presence of large tree stumps interferes with cultivation 
of this school site located on the prairie north of Paris. 
' 
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schoo l sites because o f  personal sentiment. If a site was once 
owned or the school attended by a family member, the owner is 
reluctant to destroy or cultivate the site. 
Presence of rough terrain would lower the value of the land 
and discourage the number of interested buyers. In such instances 
buildings have been sold separately from land because of the diffi-
culty in obtaining bids from people who are not wi l l ing to pay extra 
1 for the bui lding when their primary interest is  the land . · 
Other Uses 
Seven school sites ( 1 .8% of the total schools in the study 
area) are classified as having "other uses " .  Four (57% o f  the sites 
classified as sites with "other uses") are located in the Cash Grain 
Region and have new farm buildings. (Fig. 4-14)  Two sites were 
purchased by adjacent churches. Both locations are util ized for 
recreational activities. The Martin Box Schoo l and site northwest 
of Charleston was purchased by the church nearby which had no water 
we l l .  The water is now pumped across the road to the church. 
Needing a recreational area more than another building the church 
members destroyed the buildings and erected a new fence. (Fig. 4-15 ) 
1 Interview with Coles County Superintendent of Scho o l s ,  
June 8 ,  1966. 
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Fig. 4- 14. --New rarm nu11a1ng constructed on a schoo l s i te in the 
Gash Grain Region north o f  Charle ston. 
Fig. 4- 15 . --Scl -�cu as a r�creational area adjacent 
to l L ural church within the cash grain region north of 
Charleston. 
CHAPTER V 
EVALUATION OF THE STUDY AS A SAMPLING TECHNIQUE 
Every samp ling technique has its advantages and disadvan­
tages .  The technique using school sites as samples is  considered 
to possess three advantages of major importance. These advantages 
are the selection, distribution, and content of the data col lected. 
Selection of the Sampling 
The use of rural school sites as sample areas makes i t  
possible to avoid some problems usually encountered in trying to 
select valid random samples. An accurate sampling occurs if the 
data are typical o f  the area. School sites were chosen prior to 
the study thus solving the problem of selecting a random sampl e .  
The three hundred eighty- two rural schools observed i n  
this study represent an area o f  approximately three hundred acres. 
In the entire study area 1 , 203, 200 acres are included. Limiting 
observation to only the schoo l sites results in a sampling whic!­
represents only . 00025 of the entire area. 
Distribution of Sample Areas 
Few features in east-central I l l inois are more evenly 
spaced than the rural school sites. Only a few school sites are 
located more than three miles apart. The majority of the schools 
were estab l ished on a two miles spacing. Thus the distribution of 
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sample areas over an entire study area comprises a rectangular 
grid pattern. 
The fact that there is a school in approximately every 
four square miles p l aces the distribution of samples on a unit 
area basis. ( e . g .  1 schoo l / 4  sq. m i . )  Because a school site 
represents approximately four square miles, the number of sites 
is  in direct proportion to the total area of different regions 
which is a great benefit to the researcher who attempts to 
relate data to a unit area. Usua l ly the sistribution of schoo ls 
every four sguare miles occurs throughout the entire area. I f  an 
exception to this unit areal distributional pattern i s  present, it 
is significant to the study and can be easily recognized. 
The even distribution of school sites also enables the 
researcher to analyze site uses to discover their patterns of 
regionality and the factors involved. Variations between 
different areas may be analyzed with the aid o f  percentages i f  a 
sufficient number o f  sites are observed. 
Content o f  the Data Co l lected 
The validity o f  a samp ling technique is determined by whether 
or not the data co l lected are typical of the entire area. One 
unique quality in using rural school sites as sample locations is  
that the sampling is  obtained by the researcher from a feature 
that is common to the entire area in a predetermined distributional 
pattern. The researcher has no control over selection of samp le 
areas thus removing this one bias possibility. 
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Homogeneity o f  the sample areas makes it possible to 
collect uniform information about each site. Data collected at 
each site can be immediately compared to view the changes that 
have occurred to rural schools in different locations. The data 
are also significant in that both cultural and physical features 
are considered, thus permitting analysis of relationships between 
man and his discarded social institutions in view of his cultural 
motives and environment. 
All  the rural school sites are samp les in a uniform method 
with the same checklists.  (Appendix 1 )  It is  possible for several 
people to observe school sites in different areas and return with 
data that can be accurate ly compared . 
Enough time has elapsed since most of the schoo l s  closed 
( 20 years ) to analyze properly the reasons why each school site 
is  utilized as it is  today. Analysis of the school buildings and 
sites helps indicate the geographic personality of an area. 
It i s  difficult to determine whether or not this sampling 
technique is valid and accurate enough to use in regional analysis 
of areas. The author feels that i t  is accurate in this study 
in view of the actual area samp led, but this does not mean that 
it wi l l  be accurate in other selected areas. 
For this to be an accurate sampling technique a very sma l l  
percentage o f  the rural schools should s t i l l  be i n  operation 
(probab ly less than 1 0% ) .  East-central I l linois is an ideal area 
to analyze because most of the rural schools have been closed. 
(Only 3% of the s chools observed are operating . )  I t  is also 
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beneficial for a period of at least fifteen or twenty years to 
elapse after the schoo ls closed. A fifteen year period is long 
enough for most o f  the schools to be purchased by different 
individuals and the new functions o f  the buildings and sites to 
become established. 
Much of the school site data are of a cultural nature 
and their meaning must be interpreted carefully.  Many of the 
social and economic factors are not directly observab le and 
cannot be analyzed as accurately as the more visable physical fea� 
tures. 1 A partial solution to this problem is gained through 
interviews with owners o f  school sites and county and state offi-
cials. Thi s ,  however, poses another problem which is the necessity 
of doing extensive research in libraries, and county and state 
agencies that is more historical in nature than geographica l .  
Such data are helpful i n  reconstructing the historical geography o f  
an area to explain the present geo9raphic cond·i tions. This crit-
icism is raised in regard to the nature of the research and 
interpretation being historical rather than geographical. 
Sti l l  another prob lem arises when the observer attempts 
to decide what to observe at a rural school site . To reduce 
the possib i l i ty of over-looking some important piece of information 
an extensive checklist is necessary with spaces provided for num-
erous additional comments. 2 These checklists are considered to be 
lJone s ,  Wel l ington D . ,  "Procedures for Investigating the 
Human Occupancy of a Region , "  Annals of the Association of American 
Geographers, Vol .  XXIV, June, 1934 , pp . 93- 1 1 1 .  
ibid. 
211Let not a formal checklist stifle genius , "  G. H. Smith, 
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a significant part of this technique in that the data collected 
at all  the sites are uniform in content and can be easily com-
pared and analyzed. 
Whether the researcher observes the site or surrounding 
land use or both provides another problem which should be con-
sidered. In this study the author limited his observation to the 
immediate site and buildings. Observation could have been extended 
to the adjacent land util ization in addition to provide further 
material for comparison. l Information concerning surround ing 
land use was col lected ; however, emphasis was given to data ob-
tained from observing the school site itself.  
Limiting observation to the site also poses an additional 
prob lem. For exampl e ,  within the Cash Grain Region sever�l schoo l s  
are occupied by families who are not employed i n  local agriculture. 
Nothing can be observed which indicates the site being located 
in a farrn�ng area although cash grain is cultivated adjacent to 
the site. The presence of the dwe l l ing is  the resul t  of a social 
factor not directly observab le.  In these instances observation 
l imited to the use o f  the school site is not typical of the entire 
area. However, interviews with the occupants provided highly 
pertinent information. 
Rural school sites cannot be used effectively as sample 
areas in studies that cover sma l l  areas. The great variation in 
l see "The Rai lway Traverse as an Aid in Reconnaissance , "  
by Charles Colby for an examp le o f  the problems encountered in 
trying to observe d istant features along a traverse. (Pub l ished 
in the Annals of the Association of American Geographers, XXIII 
No. 3 ;  Sept. 1933,  pp. 157-164. 
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school site and bui lding utilization requires several sites to 
be observed to enable observation of regionality and other 
geographical patterns. When a few samples are available there 
is  a possib i l i ty of the sites not being typical o f  the area. 
A large study area can be analyzed through the use of 
this samp ling technique ; however, other "shortcuts" are recommended. 
Observation of the three hundred e ighty- two schoo l sites took a 
total of twenty-one days in order to comp lete the field work. 
Al though the sampl ing is  a small percentage of the study area, 
( . 00025 of the study area was sampled . ) The comp leteness of the 
data col lected required time. Areas where school buildings are 
more commonly used as dwe l l ings required more time as several 
families were interviewed . Only forty sites were observed in 
the most productive day of field work. l 
If the study covers more than two thousand square miles 
it is  possible to sample the entire area by selecting traverses 
across the area. However, selection of traverse locations and 
determining which school sites to observe along a traverse poses 
other prob lems . A partial solution is to select traverse locations 
of school sites by the possibility of a random samp ling methoJ to 
reduce bias inf luencing selection of data. 
Prior to this study it was the author' s belief that a 
1compare the speed at which this samp ling technique can be 
operated with a traverse method used by Fred B. Kniffen in his 
Survey of Rural House Types in Louisiana, where a maximum ot one 
thousand seven hundred houses were observed and recorded ir. one 
day. (Pub l ished in Annals o f  the Association of American 
Geographers , XXVI , Dec. 1936, pp.  179-193.  
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sampling of an area is not as accurate as a detailed field study. 
The author s t i l l  holds this belief in view of the results disclosed 
through this study. Limiting the study to rural school sites is  
only an analysis o f  a very small percentage o f  the entire area. 
It is not a valid assumption that rural school sites in themselves 
reveal the truest geographic conditions. Many other features must 
be analyzed together in order to develop the whole geography o f  an 
area. However,  .a study using rural school sites can be of great 
value to the geographer as a "tool" in developing the geography 
of an area when time is  a limiting factor. A study of the distribu­
tion and present uti lization of rural school buildings and sites 
reveals characteristics about an area which could be overlooked 
by a researcher using other samp ling techniques .  
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY 
Common and evenly dis tributed features in east-central 
Illinois are the rural school sites. Once there were functioning 
schoo ls spaced every two miles. Today approximately half of the 
school buildings still remain. The e limination and present use 
of school build ings and sites forms an interesting and hopefu l ly 
significant segment in the study of rural geography. Through a 
study of rural school sites in an area a better understanding of 
the conditions present in the entire area can be gained. 
Only thirteen of a total of three hundred eighty- two 
former schoo ls ( 3  per cent) are presently operating within the 
study area in east-central I l linois . Four o f  these thirteen 
operating schoo ls are rural attendence centers o f  larger districts. 
The remaining nine schoo l s  are attended by Amish children near 
Arthur. 
Many rural schools that closed from 1945-50 were in 
excel lent or relatively good condition. Most of the school sites 
were sold to the pub lic for less than $1500 thus making it possible 
for a large number of non- farming fami lies to move to the rural 
areas to live with little cash outlay. Eighty-six school buildings 
are presently occupied (23 per cent of the total )  and are general ly 
in areas of rough terrain not easily cultivated. 
School buildings which are unoccupied dwe l l ings usually 
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are in poor condition. An abandoned building is  not an asset 
to the owner especially if he is a farmer whose emphasis is  
towards cultivation of the site to increase grain production. In 
such instances the abandoned buildings are usually destroyed in 
order to cultivate the site. 
School buildings are easily and economical ly converted to 
farm structure s .  Machinery, grain, hay, and livestock are commonly 
stored or she ltered in the buildings with little or no remodeling 
required. Sections are easily added i f  a larger building is  
necessary. A total of seventy-six school buildings are utilized 
as farm structure s .  Forty-four (56 per cent o f  the 7 6  utilized 
farm structure s )  of the school buildings are utilized as farm 
structures on the Shelbyville Moraine and Springfield P lain in 
the general farming area. An absence of such buildings occurs 
in the extensively cultivated Cash Grain Region because it is  
more advantageous to store cash grain and machinery in larger 
and more weather resistent structures. 
Only seventeen schools (4 per cent of the total) appear to 
have no function at this time. Forrr of these seventeen are s t i l l  
owned by the school districts. Most unused school sites are over­
grown with vegetation and the windows and doors boarded and locked 
to prevent vandalism. Seven of the seventeen unused schoo l s  are 
located near Casey and Martinsvi l l e .  The remaining ten schoo l s  
are distributed o n  both flat and rough terrain throughout the 
study area. 
School buildings are also desired by religious and social 
groups and persons engaged in commercial enterprise. Of the 
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twenty sites ( 5  per cent of the total ) having religious, soc i a l ,  or 
commercial uses, fourteen of the buildings have recreational functions 
while three serve as commercial estab lishments. The remaining three 
sites have miscellaneous uses . 
A total of one hundred eight school sites (28 per cent o f  
the total ) are entirely o r  p�rtially cultivated . The majority o f  
the total cultivated sites (78) are located in the Cash Grain Region 
where the land is more of an asset to the owner than are the 
buildings. Within the Cash Grain Region corn is  cuitivated on 
forty-six sites (59 per cent ) ,  soybeans on twenty-two sites (28 
per cent ) ,  and wheat on two s i tes (3 per cent ) .  
South of the Shelbyville Moraine is the General Farming 
Region and small portions of the General Farming-Dairy and Grain 
and Livestock Regions as recognized by Ross and Case. In  these 
regions the increasing number of entirely or partially cul t ivated 
school sites indicates the recent emphasis towards cash grain 
farming in the area. Corn is observed on fifteen o f  the thirty 
sites (50 per cent) and soybeans on seven sites (23 per cen t ) .  
Most o f  these s ire s  were on the interfluves where large fields are 
becoming common. The emphasi s  towards cash grain farming is  
great enough to sugges t  the recognition of most of Cumberland 
County and the western portion of Clark County as being predominately 
i n  a cash grain area which is separated from the Cash Grain Region 
to the north by the presence o f  the Shelbyvi lle Moraine. 
Twenty- three new dwe l l ings (6 per cent o f  the total ) 
are constructed on former school sites.  The owner prefers to build 
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on the SGhool site to take advantage of the scenic location and 
the abailab i lity of an excellent water we l l .  Former schoo l buildings 
were generally in poor condition which made remodeling unattractive. 
Many of the new dwe l l ings appear to possess modern conveniences not 
present in a remodeled school building. Most of the school sites 
with new dwellings are in areas of rough terrain which are not 
easily cultivated. 
Twenty school sites (5 per cent of the total ) are entirely 
pastured and the buildings removed. Such sites are generally in 
areas of greater relief throughout the study area where livestock 
farming is practiced. All twenty sites were added to adjacent 
pasture areas. 
A school site with the buildings moved or destroyed is  
usually placed into cultivation. Exceptions to this practice 
occur when large trees or rough terrain are present on the site. 
Another factor to consider is  the "whim" of the owner who because 
of sentimental attachment to the site may not sell  or cultivate it.  
Seven sites ( 2  per cent of the tota l )  are classified as 
having "other uses". These sites are uti lized for the location 
of new farm buildings or are left vacant for recreational needs 
of nearby churches or social groups . 
This study as a sampling method is . of value to the researcher 
who is limited in time in which to do a regional analysis of an area. 
Rural school sites are reliable samples of an area. Both cultural 
and physical features are emphasized thus gaining an accurate in­
sight into the geography of an area. Data from such a study reveal 
geographic patterns and conditions present in an area but are 
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usually difficult to analyze. Uniformity o f  the samples enab les 
the researcher to analyze the geographic personality of different 
areas with a high degree of uniformity. 
Rural schoo l s ,  once a common landmark in east-central 
Illinois, are rapidly fall ing victims to the farmer and his 
machinery. Fewer rural school buildings wil l  remain each year as 
their deterioration warrants destruction. This is an appropriate 
time to collect data on rural schoo l sites before they are com­
pletely removed from observation. The time has come to restore 
and safeguard a few rural schoo l s  in order that a segment o f  
American History can be retained. In a few years it wil l  be too 
late. 
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APPENDIX 
Use of 
Buildings 
Schoo ls in 
Operation 
Dwe l lings 
Occupied 
Dwe l lings - -
Unoccupied 
Farm 
Structures 
Unused 
Other 
Use of 
Site 
Agricultural 
Site entirely 
Corn 
Soybeans 
Wheat 
Clover 
Garden 
Site entirely 
Dwe l lings - -
New Buildings 
Vacant 
Other 
Totals 
TABLE III 
PRESENT UTILIZATION 
RURAL SCHOOL B UILDINGS AND SITES 
B loomington 
Ridged Plain 
l l  
28 
1 2  
3 3  
6 
3 
cultivated 
pastured 
52 
32. 
14  
1 
3 
1 
1 2  
9 
6 
4 
179 
Shelbyvi lle 
Moraine 
24 
5 
14 
1 
3 
3 
? 
1 
1 
6 
3 
4 
6 1  
sp:1f ngfield 
P lain 
2 
35 
6 
30 
9 
2 
20 
9 
5 
3 
1 
9 
8 
1 2  
2 
142 
Lo :Sui1 di.ng Presez1tly Intact <.':.\ Original SJ. i: e ---· ... 
.Location---
A.. Range Township ___ _ 
B .. Distance from road ( feet) 
Section Number 
c. Location in respect to road type---
1 .. Hard-surface all weather road. __ _ 
a. heavy duty __ 
b. medium duty_.._ 
2. Dry weather road_. _  _ 
a. improved dirt __ _ 
b. unimproved dirt __ _ 
..._._.._ ...-.c:--• ..... 
3 .  Loose-surface, graded, or narrow hard-surface __  
n. Located on a dead-end road ---
E. Diagram of road and/or railroad pattern within one 
mile of site . ..  o . ..  
F., Distance from owner ' s  reeidence _____ (miles) 
Go Distance from nearest residence (miles) 
Ho Distance from nearest railroad (miles) 
l. Site located on a hill or the highest surrounding 
area. ,, o " . yes ___ no __ 
2 o Size of the site upon which the building is located 
o o o e o  (acres) 
3 o Description of surrounc!inq terrain . .. . . .  
4 "1·�·�1�:;- <.>f.. or .i.:.1..-.t1a.l co.r .e : .n:;.-: :. . .1 ·�•, ,  � • •• 
(�1' ':U """' 1 ... �. ; .. k . ,  · t1• .... 1.r � ... (. ' """"- ....-..-· 4',,,.. !.._\.,.; ...... � _,. (.1 ... · .. ·" -- -..... - ._, ........ 
a� construction of roof-�-· 
b. construction of WC'.lls-·--
c. nwnber of rooms---
---
s .  Sketch of Building and Site----
6 0  Color of outside \'ICl.lls __ �- ----
7 o Color o� roof ____ _ 
a. Use of the building today--­
ao home 
---
b.. animal shelter __ _ 
c. grain storage __ _ 
do machine shed. __ _ 
8 e  etc. � • • o�-----------------------
90 Assessed valuation today of the building and land __ _ 
lOo Year the site and building was pw:chased from the 
school unit ·------
llo How many people have owned the site s ir£ca t't,c, acnool 
unit owned it?.._ __ �----
120 Purchase price fran the school unit. ____ _ 
l3o Condition today-----
ao of the roof---------���----�--�-----���· -­
bo of the walla---�----��- ��----���---·---­
Co of the floors-----·-------------- -
d. of the windows---.. -�-
e .. condition of pain': or brick··--------- �-
.
....... -� 
fo heating unit stilt present---yea ___ . no __  
original heatinq \.u-d:t still ope:�a:ti·v·e··--y<-as_. --� ·· 
9 o �1uat. rellic..xt'-.!Li.•'·� t.fl.w. .lo:�..:: .;;;.:i t.he l>�� �. } . .:!..�.-··::: : 
" . � .\ - . . · .. 
t�' ··! \.. ... �:"�:. • f !•: ... .. ... . .._ .• _ ... _ .. ,,_ .... __. ........ _  ... ............ . ·- -.,..�_.,.·- ··- . ...... ft ·-·--...- "" ··-.- ..... ... -
c.�j use today ___ __ .._ ___ _ _ ______ ____ ....... ---·--- -
d., form.ex· funct.1on __ . __ , ____ �--···---
e �  remodeled---yes ___ __p no ____ _ 
lSo Water well present 
a. well st.ill in use··--yes J no __ _ 
b. pump present--ye!! no. __ _ 
pump---hand ., or electric ____ _ 
16& Site enclosed by a fence-----yes no�---
17. Use of the surround.1n9 ax·ea-----
18" If the aurrowuU.n9 area 1a crop land" what crops are 
planted? 
ae What kind of c:ropa were last planted? 
b. Bushels of grain per acre ( average) ? 
19. Surrounding vegetntion··----
a., number of trees kinda 
----- --------··�--------��-
b. 9rass mowed often·---yes, , no __ _ 
c.. shrubs kept trmw1d---yes __ ..JJ no __ _ 
200 What community did the students go to school when 
the school closed? __ ��--�--�------�
21� Electric lines still connected to bu!lding---yes__, no __ 
electricity used-----yes no __ ___ 
2 2 0  If. the building iS prei5ently a home---
.ao Size of the .family number at home now __ _ 
b. Ages of the family members followed by their numbex 
of years of education __ _ 
liai: of ages years of educ. ( ) l.1ving at 
home 
la ----------------· ------------------�--�------
2 0 ____________ ._. ______ ._..�------------�-----------
l o--�.-..------�--------------------------��--.
40�-
---------�-----------------------------------
5 o ________________ �--------------------�------------
60 ----------------
f .  "Cs. the 'hui.l o..i.n�1 n; m:. �-.. hy , ·:.1€'- :;-.�-:.:.:i l·:.· ·' '!� dzl•· 
in j i. ? :J'f:::!'> �· -·�·-- v� no_ ··-· --
g ,  Ts ·t.he bu Ll d 1.n� C'l\"ned by th":- f' :'l'"i\,d.y r•.<:M l i.\T ;l":1.C::' i.o 
.it? yes _ _  /' nci __ 
ll., Building Dest.x-oyed 
Location-----
A. Range _, 'l'lrwnShip , and Section NUmber __ 
B. Distance fran road (feet) 
c. Location in respect to road type-----
l. Had-surface all weather road ---
ao heavy duty __ _ 
bo medium duty __ _ 
2 .  Dry we�ther read __ _ 
a. improved dirt_, __ 
b. unimproved clirt __ _ 
3 .  Loose-surface, graded, ar narrow hard-surface 
--
D. Located on a dead-end road __ _ 
E. Distance frcm owner • •  residence (miles) 
F. Distance from nearest residence (miles) 
G. Distance fran nearest railroad lmiles) 
Ho Diagram of road and/or railroad pattern within 
one mile of aite • • • • •  
lo Site feued-yea no __ _ 
2 .  Present use of the aite----
3 .  Use of the aurrounding u.a--
4. U surrounding area is crop land, what cropa are 
planted? 
a. What kind of crops-----
b. Bushels of grain per acr•--
So Site located an a bill or the highest surrounding 
area? yes no __ _ 
6. I>eacription of SurrO\Dlding terrain--
' ... ., . .. 
9 .. P..r: r:3e5�f.:C. �ra)�nat:.i o;.1 c:£ the :tn."lc�. cmd building befc·J:(;) i··� 
was d�·si.::roye-.d_ ·----... --�-
lOc Water well pi·esaE nt-·---yEJc __ .. . -..1 no __ _ 
a .. well Si:$.ll in US·3_ 
b. Pump---h�nd _ ____o eleci:.r.ic __ _ 
llc out-buildings still present?----
Condition--· 
Use-----
Former function--�--
12. tfuat evidence oi' a j:o� b11i:Lding is visible today? 
13 .. Vegetation of tl�.e a1:ea----
a.. nwnber of t.reeu kinds. ___________ _ 
b. grass mawee. o:f1:en--·�lea .,p No __ _ 
c .. shrubs J.tept. u:!Jnined----yes ,no. __ _ 
